ENSEMBLE AUDITIONS for BASS TROMBONE (Spring 2019)

ORCHESTRA
Orchestra Auditions will be held on Sunday February 10th from 3:30-4:30pm (Room TBA). Results will be announced immediately after. Those placed in orchestra DO NOT need to take the symphonic band audition. Plan on taking the earliest spots possible or moving up as needed.

1. Stravinsky Firebird – excerpts to be selected from entire part
2. Sight-Reading
3. Scales WILL NOT be asked.

SYMPHONIC BAND
Symphonic Band Auditions will be held on Sunday February 10th from 4:45-5:30pm (Room TBA). Results will be announced in the evening as soon as possible. Plan on taking the earliest spots possible or moving up as needed.

1. Prepare the required pieces in the packet.
   - Britten – Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra
   - Viet Cuong – Sound and Smoke
2. Sight-Reading
3. Scales WILL NOT be asked.

JAZZ ENSEMBLES
Jazz Trombone Auditions will be held on Sunday February 10th from 6:00-8:00pm (Amy134 – Dr. T’s office). Results will be announced immediately after.

- Opus One – 4th Trombone Part
- Sight-Reading
- Improvisation - your choice of F blues, Bb blues, Satin Doll, or Take the A-Train.

Please direct any questions about auditions to Dr. Tychinski (trombone@udel.edu)
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